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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Jungle Dog Premiere Showcases Multi-Talented Electronic Dreamweaver

LOS ANGELES, March 31, 2023 -- The new single from multi-talented electronic

DJ/producer Mutanto, "Pagan Love Dance," is slated for release May 5, 2023. A catchy,

upbeat offering, it will be the artist's first for Jungle Dog Records and showcases his

considerable talents to good effect.

Dropping just in time to pump up any Cinco De Mayo revelers' party, this unique

instrumental track features Latinesque polyrhythms, sultry synths, and shimmering,

moonlit vocalizations. "Pagan Love Dance" seems to transport listeners to a dreamy,

steamy, primeval soiree somewhere deep in the tropical rainforest of their

imaginations.

"Pagan Love Dance" is coproduced with veteran Phil Lewis, who is also the founder of

Jungle Dog Records. The collaboration with Mutanto began in 2021, and with this

maverick digital release the world will get its first taste of that association. It looks

like it's going to be a fruitful one.

"It's taken us a while to get the ball rolling," Lewis recounts, "There was the pandemic,

and then we were laying the foundation for the label (Jungle Dog). And Mutanto is a

bit of a drifter and sometimes hard to track down. You never know where you're going

to find him if you need an approval or something. He might be surfing in Bali or

trekking in Yucatán. It's a bit inconvenient."

Jungle Dog Records has several more Mutanto dreamscapes in its back pocket which it

is promising to deliver -- along with some peculiar surprises -- over the coming year. To

hear more from this sometimes troublesome, always intriguing artist subscribe to the

Jungle Dog mailing list, or follow on social media.
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ABOUT JUNGLE DOG RECORDS

Jungle Dog Records (JDR) is an independent record label devoted to the creation,

distribution, and marketing of fresh, distinctive, and exciting electronic music. JDR

products are distinguished by their uniqueness, diversity, and humanity.

The brainchild of producer Phil Lewis, JDR is an extension of Mr. Lewis' production

philosophy which views the creative process as a means to awaken us to our true

nature, and reveal the truth of our being. Put another way, music is not just fun,

moving, and enjoyable, it is a pure embodiment of our deepest selves and our power

to heal each other.


